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Steel is not just steel. There is finished steel. Direct reduced iron (DRI). Thermex TMT
bars. Ductile iron pipes. And each form is expertly refined to fulfill a very specific
purpose for today’s sophisticated construction industry. Jai Balaji Industries Limited
(BIL), part of Jai Balaji Group, manufactures steel in all these forms in its five manufacturing plants in the Eastern India provinces of West Bengal and Chhattisgarh. Although
it started up in 1999, it is already one of the largest manufacturers of DRI in the region.
It has since progressed to the manufacture of intermediaries and finished steel.
Tough industries need software too. And BIL sought to standardize, centralize,
automate, and speed up its procurement processes company-wide by deploying the
SAP® Ariba® Sourcing solution. With expert guidance from Cloudway Consulting Pvt.
Ltd., BIL used the software to identify opportunities to reduce costs, which effectively
increased its revenues. By streamlining its sourcing processes, it reduced overall costs.
In short order, SAP Ariba Sourcing helped BIL extend strategic sourcing
coverage across the company for a more cost-effective business.
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Jai Balaji Industries: Increasing
Revenue by Sourcing Wisely with
SAP® Ariba® Sourcing
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Accessing a vast supplier network transparently
Company
Jai Balaji Industries Limited
Location
Kolkata, India
Industry
Mill products
Products and Services
Direct reduced iron (DRI),
alloy and mild steel billets,
TMT bars, ductile iron pipes
Employees
7,100
Revenue
US$228 million
Web Site
www.jaibalajigroup.com
Partner
Cloudway Consulting
Pvt. Ltd.
www.cloudwayconsulting
.com

Objectives
• Accelerate the sourcing cycle through a standardized procurement
process to keep pace with fluctuating market conditions
• Create transparency in the sourcing process
• Increase the number of overall e-procurement transactions
• Accelerate supplier identification
• Simplify commerce and lower costs through improved communication
Why SAP® Ariba® solutions
• Enriched supplier database
• Support for increased sourcing activity
• Capture of 100% of potential customer opportunities thanks to the
SAP® Ariba® Discovery solution
• Support for automating all strategic sourcing processes
Resolution
• Engaged with 70 to 100 suppliers for multiple sourcing events through the
SAP Ariba Sourcing solution
• Streamlined the sourcing and tendering processes
• Broadened sourcing contacts and sourcing activity through expert use of
SAP Ariba Sourcing with guidance from Cloudway Consulting
Benefits
• Cost-effective sourcing through a broader supplier base and supplier
network
• Acceleration of the sourcing cycle
• Lower costs and better service through highly strategic sourcing

"With SAP Ariba Sourcing, we used an e-sourcing platform to access the widest
possible supplier network. This enabled us to get the best prices for items and
achieve a cost savings of about 12% in just six months. That is a fantastic ROI."
Ravindra Meharwal, Assistant General Manager, Procurement, Jai Balaji Industries Limited
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12%
Savings achieved across
all categories in just
6 months

100
Suppliers engaged in
multiple sourcing events

Safer
Negotiating processes
with SAP Ariba Sourcing
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP SE
or an SAP affiliate company.
SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of
SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. Please see http://www.sap.com/corporateen/legal/copyright/index.epx#trademark for additional trademark information and notices. Some software products marketed by SAP
SE and its distributors contain proprietary software components of other software vendors.
National product specifications may vary.
These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for informational purposes only, without representation or warranty
of any kind, and SAP SE or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. The only
warranties for SAP SE or SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth in the express warranty statements
accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty.
In particular, SAP SE or its affiliated companies have no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this document or any
related presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein. This document, or any related presentation, and SAP
SE’s or its affiliated companies’ strategy and possible future developments, products, and/or platform directions and functionality are all
subject to change and may be changed by SAP SE or its affiliated companies at any time for any reason without notice. The information
in this document is not a commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality. All forward-looking
statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from expectations. Readers
are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of their dates, and they should not
be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.

